While the significance of leaf transpiration (f e ) on carbon and water cycling is rarely disputed, conflicting evidence has been reported on how increasing mean wind speed (U) impacts f e from leaves. Here, conditions promoting enhancement or suppression of f e with increasing U for a wide range of environmental conditions are explored numerically using leaf-level gas exchange theories that combine a stomatal conductance model based on optimal water use strategies (maximizing the 'net' carbon gain at a given f e ), energy balance considerations, and biochemical demand for CO 2 . The analysis showed monotonic increases in f e with increasing U at low light levels. However, a decline in modeled f e with increasing U were predicted at high light levels but only in certain instances. The dominant mechanism explaining this decline in modeled f e with increasing U is a shift from evaporative cooling to surface heating at high light levels. New and published sap flow measurements for potted Pachira macrocarpa and Messerschmidia argentea plants conducted in a wind tunnel across a wide range of U (2 − 8 m s −1 ) and two different soil moisture conditions were also employed to assess how f e varies with increasing U. The radiative forcing imposed in the wind tunnel was only restricted to the lower end of expected field conditions. At this low light regime, the findings from the wind tunnel experiments were consistent with the predicted trends.
Introduction
The global water and carbon cycle sensitivity to stomata predicted by global climate models that employ the Ball-Berry [3] or Leuning [44] stomatal conductance formulations has been convincingly documented [6, 13, 21] . Likewise, detailed ecosystem models predicting gas exchange between the biosphere and atmosphere are analyzed in terms of their sensitivity to stomatal conductance [1, 37] . Since water loss through stomata (i.e., transpiration) to the dry atmosphere is inevitable when CO 2 uptake (i.e., assimilation) occurs, how stomata respond to environmental factors has long been an active research area. Environmental factors governing transpiration (f e ) from leaves include, at minimum, atmospheric CO 2 concentration (c a ), air temperature (T a ), air relative humidity (RH) or vapor pressure deficit (VPD), photosynthetically active radiation (PPFD), soil moisture (or leaf water potential) and mean wind speed (U) [52] . When surveying the literature encompassing a wide range of ecosystems and environ- Fig. 1 . Schematic of the mass (CO 2 and water vapor) and energy transfer between the leaf and the atmosphere. Note that u is the average wind velocity at the distance y from leaf surface within the laminar boundary layer and y b is the thickness of the laminar boundary layer.
in the PM equation. To be clear, gas exchange through stomata of biologically active scalars is a complex problem given the biotic controls imposed by guard cells. The stomatal pathway serves as the main conduit for CO 2 and water vapor exchange, but this pathway can be further impacted by the laminar boundary layer (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, the main objective of this work is to disentangle wind effects from other exogenous environmental factors (e.g., radiative cooling) on g s and f e so as to explore the manifold of possible conditions promoting ∂f e /∂U to reverse from > 0 to < 0 with increasing U.
When analyzing responses of stomata to their environment, temperature, atmospheric CO 2 concentration and water vapor pressure at the leaf surface are commonly assumed to be sufficiently close to their counterparts in the atmosphere represented by their states beyond the outer edge of the laminar boundary layer. A plausible argument for this approximation is that the thickness of the laminar boundary layer pinned to a leaf is sufficiently small so that the leaf is presumed to be 'well-coupled' to its environment. This approximation is common when interpreting leaf-gas exchange measurements in cuvettes where the flow rate through the chamber is sufficiently large to ensure the validity of the 'well-coupled' approximation. This approximation becomes also convenient when deriving relations between g s and external environmental conditions [20] . Following this 'approximation', only monotonic increase in f e with increasing U (i.e., ∂f e /∂U > 0 for increasing U) is expected primarily due to the reduced thickness of the laminar boundary layer. Because measurements (e.g., g s ) within such thin and disturbed laminar boundary layer adjacent to the leaf experiencing variable U are difficult to conduct, a leaflevel gas exchange model is needed and developed here for computing mass transfer of CO 2 and water vapor. The model combines biochemical demand for CO 2 as described by the Farquhar photosynthesis model [19] for C3 plants, a Fickian mass transfer including transfer through the laminar boundary layer that may be experiencing forced or free convection depending on U and the radiation load, an optimal leaf water use strategy that maximizes 'net' carbon gain for a given f e describing stomatal aperture variations, and a leaf-level energy balance to accommodate evaporative cooling. Hence, the proposed model is able to bridge the gap between biological controls through stomata and the aerodynamic modifications due to U as may be experienced in natural settings. These calculations can be used to arrive at a closed set of equations that predict f e through g s as impacted by variable U. The manifold of conditions promoting the sign reversal of ∂f e /∂U with increasing U can therefore be numerically delineated.
To address this study objective, the manuscript is organized as follows. The model development is first presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 featuring the mass transfer equations for water and carbon dioxide gases through stomates and through the laminar boundary layer. The Farquhar photosynthesis model applied to the mesophyll and the energy balance at the leaf surface are then presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively and then coupled to the mass transfer equations. The optimality hypothesis for stomatal aperture variations with variations in environmental conditions, which is used to mathematically close the overall set of equations for the model system, is discussed in Section 2.5. Other 'closure' conditions for stomatal aperture variations such as those widely used in land-surface schemes (e.g. a BallBerry or Leuning type closure) are briefly presented and elaborated on in an appendix. The goal of exploring these alternative and widely used stomatal conductance models is to highlight the non-linearities in ∂f e /∂U with increasing U in such g s model closure. A broad range of environmental conditions (mainly PPDF, soil moisture, and atmospheric humidity) are then explored in Sections 3.1.1-3.1.4 using the proposed model so as to unfold the possible environmental conditions above the laminar boundary layer promoting a sign reversal in ∂f e /∂U from > 0 to < 0. Because the work here employs published and recent wind tunnel experiments on potted plants aimed at discerning the effects of U on measured f e , these experimental conditions and the parameters required in model calculations are used as a case study for the model and are discussed in Section 3.2. The measured dependence of f e on U at low PPFD is presented in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 using the published and new sap flow measurements conducted for two different potted plants with similar leaf dimensions in the wind tunnel across a wide range of U and for two different soil moisture states. The wind-tunnel setup has been described elsewhere [11] and only salient features of the experiment are summarized in Appendix A. Since physiological parameters and total leaf area for the potted plants were not directly measured in these wind tunnel experiments, comparisons between modeled and actual leaflevel f e cannot be directly conducted (discussed later). However, the relative response of the sap flow measurements to U and their comparison to model calculations can be used to illustrate the behavior of f e with varying U when all other external conditions are set.
Theory
The notation and units used throughout are listed in Appendix B and the mass exchange processes at the leaf scale are featured in Fig. 1 . It is assumed that the state variables such as air temperature, CO 2 and water vapor concentrations above the laminar boundary layer (denoted as the turbulent region) are 'well-mixed' and their vertical variations relative to those experienced across the laminar boundary layer are small. The energy driving the system is generated through a pre-set PPFD value incident to the leaf surface. The mean wind speed is externally imposed but decays to zero (i.e. no slip) at the leaf surface over a distance defining the laminar boundary layer thickness. The analysis only applies after steady-state conditions in U and f e are attained.
Fickian mass transfer
A two layer mass transport model describing the simultaneous transfer of CO 2 and water vapor across the sub-stomatal cavity and the laminar boundary layer attached to the leaf surface (see Fig. 1 ) is given as (1) where f c is the CO 2 flux, f e is, as before, the water vapor flux, c a is ambient (or external) and c i is the inter-cellular CO 2 concentration, e a is ambient (or external) and e i is inter-cellular water vapor pressures, g t,CO 2 and g t,H 2 O are the total conductances at the 'leaf scale' for CO 2 and water vapor, respectively. Here, storage effects in the leaf and laminar boundary layer are assumed to be small or negligible so that the same mass fluxes cross the stomata and the laminar boundary layers at steady state. Also, turbulent conditions away from the laminar boundary layer prevail thereby allowing variations in c a and e a to be ignored far from the outer edge of the leaf boundary layer as earlier noted. The g t,CO 2 and g t,H 2 O can be formulated as
where g s,CO 2 and g s,H 2 O (≈ 1.6g s,CO 2 ) are respectively the stomatal conductance to CO 2 and water vapor [32] , g res is the 'residual conductance', and g b,CO 2 and g b,H 2 O are respectively the boundary layer conductance for CO 2 and water vapor including both forced and free convection. These boundary layer conductances can be determined from U and temperature difference (δT) between the leaf surface (T s ) and the atmosphere away from the laminar boundary layer (T a ) as well as the characteristic dimension of the leaf (d) as described elsewhere [9] . To determine f e and f c , g t,CO 2 and g t,H 2 O are required. The following sections describe the determination of g b, i (that varies with U and δT = T s − T a ) and g s, i where i refers to CO 2 , H 2 O or sensible heat (H). As shown by several experiments [8, 15, 54] , nocturnal transpiration need not be zero and can be attributed to a combined effect of water loss from stomata (minor leakage from guard cells) and cuticle. This additional water loss typically constitutes 10-30% of daily transpiration but is not regulated by the biochemical demand of CO 2 . Thus, g res in Eq. (2) must be interpreted as the sum of night-time (i.e., modeled by setting PPFD=0) stomatal g night and cuticular g cut conductance without distinguishing between them. Eq. (2) also assumes that the mesophyll conductance to CO 2 is much larger than its stomatal counterpart though these mesophyll effects can be included if known (e.g., [60] ). Hence, when using Eq. (1), a point of departure from previous models is that well-coupled conditions between the leaf and the atmosphere (i.e., f c ≈ g s,CO 2 (c a − c i ) and f e ≈ g s,H 2 O VPD)
are not assumed as the laminar boundary layer thickness changes with changing U as well as leaf surface heating or cooling. It is for this reason that previous models using this approximation predict only increasing f e with increasing U and a constant g s,CO 2 independent of U (see Appendix C).
Boundary layer conductances for heat and mass transfer in forced and free convection
For heat and mass transfer within the laminar boundary layer adjacent to the leaf surface, the combined effects of forced and free convection can be expressed as:
where g b, i is the boundary layer conductance, g b, i, forced and g b, i, free are respectively the forced and free convection conductances. The factor of 1.4 is adopted for naturally turbulent flow as suggested elsewhere [9] . Through the connection to U, d and δT (the temperature difference across the laminar boundary layer reflecting T s − T a ), the empirical formulations of g b, H, forced and g b, H, free are given as [9] : 
Farquhar photosynthesis model
For C3 species, the biochemical demand for CO 2 is commonly described by the C3-photosynthesis model [19] . Here, this biochemical demand is approximated by a hyperbolic function reflecting the colimitations of Rubisco activity and ribulose-1,5-biphosphate (RuBP) regeneration rate (and hence electron transport) on photosynthesis and is given as [59] : (5) where k 1 and k 2 are associated with the photosynthetic parameters, * is the CO 2 compensation point in the absence of mitochondrial respiration, R d is the daytime mitochondrial respiration rate, J is the electron transport rate that varies with PPFD and the light saturated rate of electron transport (J max ) as described elsewhere [51, 59] , 
a The values of V cmax, 25 and J max, 25 were taken to be within the range of the data reported elsewhere [61, 62] .
b The formulations of Jmax and Vc, max dependent on the normalized J max, 25 and V cmax, 25 at 25°C were adopted from elsewhere [4, 9, 51] .
photosynthesis. The parameters of the biochemical demand model and their temperature adjustments are summarized in Table 1 . Combining Eqs. (1) and (5), c i and f c can be expressed as a function of g t,CO 2 and photosynthetic parameters using [36] :
and
From Eqs. (6) and (7), it is evident that c i and f c (i.e., the biochemical demand for CO 2 ) are impacted by the laminar boundary layer through g t,CO 2 (see Eq. 2) when accounting for the aerodynamic changes induced by changes in U. The laminar boundary layer bridging the atmosphere to the leaf surface may be substantially altered when the leaf is decoupled from the atmosphere given that f c , f e and H are respectively connected to c a , e a and T a through g b, i (see Fig. 1 ) and photosynthetic parameters that depend on T s (not T a ). Two additional formulations are now required to solve for g s,CO 2 and T s assuming g res can be a priori estimated.
Energy balance at the leaf scale
When the specific heat capacity of the leaf is assumed to be minor and can be ignored, the leaf energy balance under steady-state conditions can now employed to determine T s and is given as [9] :
where the net radiation (Q n ) is computed from the difference between the absorbed radiation (Q abs ) and emitted longwave radiation (Q out ) balanced by H and latent heat (LE) fluxes on the leaf surface, s is the leaf surface emissivity, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, c p is the specific heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure, L is the latent heat of vaporization of water, g b, H is the boundary layer conductance for heat in forced and free convection (see Section 2.2), and P a is the atmospheric pressure. The Q abs can be determined from PPFD measurements assuming a constant ratio of all-wave Q abs to incident PPFD as suggested elsewhere [27] . The T s is now computed as:
where e i ≈ e * (T s ) given that the water vapor pressure in the intercellular air space is nearly saturated at temperature T i = T s (see Fig. 1 ). It is to be noted that T s is determined here without invoking any linearization, which is a departure from the assumptions used in the original PM derivation. However, a numerical scheme for solving T s is now required as T s is retained on the right hand side of Eq. (9) (also embedded in g t,H 2 O and g b, H ). Eqs. (8) and (9) again show the significance of the aerodynamic modifications introduced by U through g b, i contributing to H (or T s ) and LE. Also, the derivation here assumes that g b, i > 0, which necessitates a U > 0. The partitioning of the leaf energy balance to H or LE is also connected to the biochemical demand for CO 2 and optimal water use (discussed later) as shown in Sections 2.1 and 2.5.
Optimality hypothesis for stomatal aperture variations
To close the system of equations, a number of models have been proposed as independent expressions for g s,CO 2 (see review by Damour et al. [14] ). Here, an optimality hypothesis [5, 12, 22, 29, 41] that uses the economics of leaf-gas exchange is selected in lieu of the widely used Ball-Berry [3] (superscripted as BB) or Leuning [44] (superscripted as LEU) semi-empirical models. According to this hypothesis, the short-term regulation of stomatal aperture is achieved by maximizing carbon gain constrained by water availability or water loss (i.e., f e ). This constrained optimization is mathematically equivalent to an unconstrained optimization problem using an objective function (or Hamiltonian) defined as (10) where the species-specific cost of water parameter λ is known as the marginal water use efficiency and measures the cost to the plant of loosing water in carbon units thereby bridging the carbon and water economies of the plant. Mathematically, λ is the Lagrange multiplier for the unconstrained optimization problem. Assuming λ is approximately constant on time scales commensurate with stomatal aperture fluctuations but it can vary on longer time scales [48] , the optimal g s,CO 2 can be determined by setting
over time scale over which g s,CO 2 rapidly varies. Formulated in this manner, g s,CO 2 must be 'numerically' computed. Analytical formulation for g s,CO 2 can be derived when additional assumptions are proposed including g t,CO 2 ≈ g s,CO 2 or when g b,CO 2 g s,CO 2 and the leaf is well coupled to the atmosphere as proposed elsewhere [36] and shown in Appendix C. Upon further assumption of a constant longterm c i /c s and a linearized biochemical demand function, the analytical form of g s,CO 2 derived from the optimality hypothesis has been shown to be identical to BB and LEU (see Appendix D) except for the reduction function of VPD or RH [37] . When exploring the manifold of possible conditions promoting ∂f e /∂U to reverse from > 0 to < 0 with increasing U, the BB and LEU formulations are also employed instead of the optimality hypothesis and the outcomes of these calculations are presented separately in Appendix D but highlighted in the results section. As shown in Fig. 2 , a numerical solution is now required to determine g s,CO 2 and T s as well as f c , f e , and H for a given set of external variables U, Pa, PPFD, Q abs , T a , e a (or RH), c a and leaf dimension d, given that the laminar boundary layer may play a significant role on leaflevel gas exchange. The following parameters are needed to conduct the model calculations: V c, max , J max , λ and s . The analysis here also assumed that ∂g res /∂g s,CO 2 = 0 thereby necessitating an independent estimate of g res to complete the mathematical description as earlier noted.
Results and discussions
To address the study objective, four scenarios are examined through model calculations to explore the effects of soil water availability and evaporative demand on leaf-level gas exchange across a wide range of wind speed and light availability. These scenarios are for (1) well-watered soil conditions with small evaporative demand, (2) water-stressed soil conditions with small evaporative demand, (3) large evaporative demand under well-watered soil moisture conditions and (4) large evaporative demand under water-stressed soil moisture conditions. These model results are then contrasted with sap flow velocity measurements for a wide range of U but two different soil moisture states reported in previous wind-tunnel experiments [11] and a recent one with a similar configuration described in Appendix A. A drawback in these experiments is that the artificial light used to generate a steady PPFD in the wind-tunnel experiments only corresponds to a low value encountered in natural settings (about a factor of 5-6 lower than the maximum theoretical PPFD for clear-sky conditions).
Model analysis illustrating a decreasing f e with increasing U
Prior to discussing the effects of U on leaf-level gas exchange, the difference between the 'actual' evaporative demand and evaporative demand approximated by VPD requires clarification. VPD is the difference between actual and saturated water vapor pressure in the atmosphere (i.e., VPD= e a * (T a ) − e a = e a * (T a )(1 − RH)), where e a * (T a ) is the saturated water vapor pressure at a given ambient temperature outside the laminar boundary layer and can be determined from atmospheric RH and T a . However, VPD may substantially deviate from the 'actual' evaporative demand (i.e., e i − e a ), which is impacted by wind speed above the leaf surface (see Fig. 1 ). The deviation between these two evaporative demands increases when the leaf becomes 'decoupled' from the atmosphere (i.e., T s = T a and thus e i = e a * (T a )) as expected. For the purposes here, VPD (or RH) outside the laminar boundary layer is used to define the dryness of the atmosphere because this measure is not sensitive to U and because it is commonly 'imposed' on the canopy by much larger scale meteorological conditions. The RH = 60% and 20% were respectively set for small and large atmospheric evaporative demand in model calculations. The PPFD range explored here is selected to be within the expected range of diurnal variations observed in field conditions. All other environmental factors (i.e., T a = 25°C, c a = 400 ppm and P a = 101.3 kPa), physiological parameters (i.e., V cmax, 25 and J max, 25 are respectively 50 and 100 μ mol m −2 s −1 , which are well within the range in a literature survey encompassing more than 100 species [61, 62] ), leaf attributes (i.e., d=0.015 m) and s = 0.95 are maintained constant. It should be noted that the overall features for the following discussions (i.e., Section 3.1.1-3.1.4) associated with the model calculations are not altered by the choice of the two physiological parameters. While a larger value of λ is expected for limited soil water availability [37, 46, 47] , the values of λ selected for well-watered and water-stressed conditions are respectively 0.001 and 5 μ mol mol −1 kPa −1 to represent two extreme water conditions in the soil. The value of g res is set to be 0.04 mol m −2 s −1 but the analysis is not sensitive to g res when it resides in the range from 0.02 to 0.1 mol m −2 s −1 (not shown here). This range covers values reported for many species as summarized elsewhere [8] . The modeled f e , f c and g s,CO 2 as well as a number of dimensionless ratios such as the Bowen ratio (= H/LE), leaf flux-based water use efficiency (WUE= f c / f e ) and c i /c s are shown in Figs. 3-6 for the four scenarios and for increasing U. Fig. 3 shows that f e , f c and g s,CO 2 generally increase with increasing PPFD as expected. How the trend of f e , f c and g s,CO 2 is impacted by U clearly varies for different light conditions. Based on the model calculation, ∂f e /∂U > 0 at lower PPFD while ∂f e /∂U < 0 at higher PPFD. The transition occurs at PPFD ≈ 1550 μ mol m −2 s −1 and can be explained by how the energy balance is partitioned between H and LE as U increases. The ∂f e /∂U > 0 with increasing U occurs when the Bowen ratio < 0. For a small Bowen ratio, H further decreases (i.e., H < 0; surface cooling) with increasing U (i.e., g b, H ) at low PPFD. The model calculations suggest the H < 0 in the energy balance is an outcome of evaporative cooling and low R n . At higher PPFD, increases in H (i.e., H > 0; surface heating) occur due to rapid increases in g b, H with increasing U. This increase in H is mediated by the fact that the difference between T s and T a (i.e. the driving force for H) tends to diminish with increasing U (see Eq. (8)). Notwithstanding this compensatory effect arising from a reduced driving force for H, the overall increase in H results in a decrease in LE. This highlights the main mechanism leading to an apparent decline in f e with increasing U. It may be stated that when H < 0, ∂f e /∂U > 0 for all U. However, when H > 0, ∂f e /∂U < 0 with further increases in U.
Well-watered conditions with small evaporative demand
Similar to f e , modeled f c declines at high PPFD but increases at low PPFD with increasing U. The transition occurs when PPFD ≈ 1250 μ mol m −2 s −1 (i.e., lower than f e ). The increasing trend in f c with increasing U at a low PPFD was also reported elsewhere [40] for tomato seedlings in a wind-tunnel type chamber. Different from f e and f c , a monotonic increase in g s,CO 2 with increasing U was maintained across all PPFD in the model calculations. Adopting well-coupled assumption, however, common models assume g s,CO 2 only serves as an upper limit for g t,CO 2 and remains constant for different U even when the leaf is 'decoupled' from the atmosphere at low wind speed (see Appendix C). The modeled g b,CO 2 here is dominated by forced convection (i.e., free convection is negligible) and g b,CO 2 g s,CO 2 (not shown here), leading to g t,CO 2 ≈ g s,CO 2 and c s ≈ c a . These results illustrate how variations in g s,CO 2 can be associated with changing U even for well-coupled conditions between leaf and atmosphere. For a given U (i.e., the replenishment rate of CO 2 through the laminar boundary layer is fixed), larger c i /c s in the lower PPFD regime can be attributed to smaller assimilation rate so that c i tends to be closer to c s (i.e., the depletion rate of CO 2 in the stomatal cavity is low). On the other hand, increasing c i /c s with increasing U at a given PPFD suggests that g s,CO 2 promoted by g b,CO 2 at higher U resulted in larger replenishment rate of CO 2 in the stomatal cavity. Larger flux-based WUE (= f c / f e ) was computed under low U and low PPFD due to faster reductions in f e with decreasing U when compared to f c at low PPFD. This implies that WUE may be larger for leaves within the lower part of a canopy if the physiological, radiative, and aerodynamic characteristics are unaltered (though a less likely scenario given variations in leaf nitrogen content). at a smaller PPFD can be explained again by the larger Bowen ratio due to the smaller f e induced by water-stressed conditions (higher λ). Compared with well-watered conditions (see Fig. 3 [37, 55] . In general, c i /c s varies with g s,CO 2 (≈ g t,CO 2 ) but its dependence on T s in the physiological parameters of Eq. (6) complicates its variations with U. Thus, modeled c i /c s at the two end members of the light regime (i.e., very low and very high light PPFD) can exhibit non-monotonic variation with increasing U. As a consequence, the model results predict enhanced WUE compared to well-watered conditions because f e is reduced more rapidly with increasing λ than f c . Recall that f c is impacted by another compensatory physiological mechanism (regulating c i ) and optimality conditions tend to maximize f c for a given f e . With progressively drying conditions in the soil, similar trends in WUE have been reported elsewhere again lending some support to the model results here [16, 45, 50] . This analysis suggests that WUE may increase with some reductions in water supply from the soil volume without significant reductions in plant photosynthesis (and possibly crop yield in some instances).
Water-stressed condition with small evaporative demand

Large evaporative demand under well-watered conditions
The responses of f e , f c and g s,CO 2 to smaller RH (i.e., overall 'actual' evaporative demand is larger) under well-watered soil condition are shown in Fig. 5 . When soil water availability is not limiting leaf transpiration, the effect of enhanced driving force from the atmosphere reduces g s,CO 2 monotonically (i.e., ∂g s,CO 2 /∂VPD < 0 for all VPD; roughly, g s,CO 2 ∼ VPD −1/2 to a leading order; see [36] ). This finding is consistent with Helox experiments (i.e., helium:oxygen mixture is used as a surrogate to control the 'actual' evaporative demand) reported elsewhere [53] and forms the basis of the Hamiltonian H a . However, reduced g s,CO 2 due to larger evaporative demand diminishes f c and c i /c s , but f e is enhanced by increased evaporative demand because of the increased driving force (i.e., f e ∼ VPD −1/2 × VPD to a leading order). As a result, a decreasing overall WUE with larger evaporative demand emerges. Using leaf gas exchange measurements, the response of f c and f e as well as WUE to increasing evaporative demand for Gossypium hirsutum L. under well-watered condition, explored in glasshouse bays by [18] , are consistent with the model calculations here. Since f e increases with increasing evaporative demand, the H and Bowen ratio governed by the energy balance are subsequently reduced, leading to a shift in the transition PPFD where ∂f e /∂U reverses sign with increasing U in a PPFD value well outside the range considered here. For the particular conditions explored here, ∂f e /∂U > 0 prevails for all PPFD commonly encountered in ecosystem studies. Evaporative cooling dominates throughout given that surface heating is reduced with increasing U even in high PPFD. Fig. 6 shows the trends in f e , f c and g s,CO 2 with respect to variable U and PPFD when evaporative demand and soil water availability are simultaneously limiting leaf-level gas exchange with the atmosphere. Compared to the well-watered conditions with large evaporative demand (see Fig. 5 ), a further reduction in g s,CO 2 is expected due to limited soil water availability (i.e., larger λ). As discussed earlier, the overall decreasing trend in f e , f c and c i /c s can be simply explained by this reduced g s,CO 2 , given a constant driving force from the atmosphere. Similar to the comparison for small evaporative demand between the two end members of the soil water availability conditions (see Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2), the more rapid reduction of f e than f c results in enhanced WUE. Interestingly, the transition PPFD responsible for the reversed sign of ∂f e /∂U emerges again. This is because the corresponding H and Bowen ratio are enhanced with decreasing LE (i.e., f e ) thereby shifting back the transition within the range of PPFD considered here. This transition occurs at PPFD ≈ 1400 μ mol m −2 s −1 .
Large evaporative demand under water-stressed conditions
To sum up, ∂f e /∂U > 0 is generally satisfied for low PPFD. However, ∂f e /∂U at high PPFD can be positive or negative depending on the driving forces for transpiration (e.g., evaporative demand) and soil water availability (e.g., leaf water status and λ). Fig. 7 summarizes ∂f e /∂U for a wide range of U and typical low and high PPFD, low and high evaporative demand and for two extreme λs representing different soil water availability. It is to be noted that when replacing the optimal stomatal conductance closure with BB or LEU formulations, qualitatively similar results emerge though the transition points shift to smaller PPFD due to the larger predicted values of f e as shown in Appendix D. 
Sap flow measurements in a wind tunnel
To further explore the variations in ∂f e /∂U with increasing U, sapflow velocity (V s ) data reported by [11] are complemented by recent experiments on the same species and in the same wind tunnel. The experimental setup, the species used, and the soil moisture conditions are reviewed in Appendix A (see also Fig. 8 ). In the experiments here, only whole plant (or branch) steady-state transpiration rate F e derived from V s is available for two species across various U for: nocturnal (or PPFD=0) and low PPFD (=250 μ mol m −2 s −1 ) and for two soil moisture states (well-watered and water-stressed). Steady-state conditions were checked for each prescribed U by waiting until measured dV s /dt ≈ 0. A major advantage of the wind tunnel setup is that all the leaves experienced steady and uniform U and PPFD permitting direct f e -trend comparison with leaf-level gas exchange model calculations under given conditions. For comparisons with the model results, the focus is on the behavior of ∂f e /∂U variations. Hence, to facilitate this comparison, measured transpiration rates are normalized using the scaling relation: (12) where A s and A l are respectively the sapwood and total leaf area, and F emax and f emax are F e and f e at maximum wind speed for each set of PPFD and soil moisture conditions. Likewise, the model results are normalized by their f e at maximum wind speed for each PPFD and soil moisture conditions. This normalization is selected because U variations are to be studied while all other conditions are held constant. The normalization for the measurements is expected to be reasonable under steady state conditions as is the case here (see Appendix A) and for a linear relation between F e and V s , which was reported by Chu et al. [11] . Recall that a direct comparison between measured and modeled f e (or F e ) cannot be conducted due to the lack of A s and A l measurements as well as leaf-gas exchange parameters. As shown later through model calculations, such normalized f e may be sufficiently adequate to capture plant system responses to U variations, which is the main focus here. Three physiological parameters must be a priori specified before implementing the proposed model: V cmax, 25 , J max, 25 and λ. For all runs, including runs employing the published data from [11] and the recent wind-tunnel experiments, the V cmax, 25 and J max, 25 were taken to be 50 and 100 μ mol m −2 s −1 (see Table 1 ).
Though leaf-level gas exchange measurements were not available to infer directly these parameters, a sensitivity analysis showed that when using normalized-f e (i.e. f e normalized by its maximum coinciding with the highest U for model and measurements) for comparisons, modeled normalized-f e was not sensitive to the precise choice of V cmax, 25 and J max, 25 (see Appendix E). The values of λ used for the two species under different soil water conditions are summarized in Table A .2. For well-watered conditions (i.e., when the cost of water in carbon units is small), λ = 0.001 μ mol mol −1 kPa −1 and is arbitrarily selected. The normalized f e variations with U are again not sensitive to this choice of λ provided its value is sufficiently small and finite [36] for well-watered soil conditions. However, a larger value of λ is expected when soil water availability is limited as mentioned before (see Section 3.1). The λ for Pachira macrocarpa and Messerschmidia argentea under water-stressed conditions were determined by fitting modeled to measured normalized-f e . The resulting λ are respectively 0.85 and 3.5 μ mol mol −1 kPa −1 for P. macrocarpa and M. argentea, which are within the range reported for approximately 50 species [47] . It was found that trends in normalized-f e with variable U chiefly depend on λ and PPFD once the evaporative demand, c a , PPDF, and air temperature are set. Based on these findings, the wind-tunnel comparison presented here only utilizes normalized-f e with pre-specified V cmax, 25 and J max, 25 as the goal is to illustrate the low PPFD condition responsible for the positive sign of ∂f e /∂U. For the computation of g b, i , d is assumed to be 0.015 m for both species and all cases. The trends in the measurements and models for normalized f e are now presented for the published and the more recent wind tunnel experiments. [11] Where possible, the measured nocturnal (i.e. PPDF=0) sap flow in the previous wind-tunnel experiments [11] are used for inferring g res (see discussion in Section 2.1). It is inferred by matching normalized-f e computed from the energy balance to the steady-state sap flow measurement (i.e., no capacitive effects and water refilling the xylem) for various U. Furthermore, this g res is assumed to be independent of g s,H 2 O so that ∂g res /∂g s,H 2 O = 0 as noted earlier.
Previous wind-tunnel experiments
Using published data reported elsewhere [11] , the measured nocturnal f e (i.e. at PPFD=0) normalized by the maximum nocturnal f e (labeled as fn e, max ) at maximum U versus the modeled results with the best-fit g res = 0.04 mol m −2 s −1 is shown in Fig. 9(a) . The best-fit g res was determined from a 'global search' that minimizes the rootmean squared percent error (RMSPE) between modeled and measured f e /fn e, max during conditions where PPFD=0. Here, the RMSPE is defined as
where N is the number of data points and i is the difference between measured and modeled f e /fn e, max computed solely from energy balance considerations. During nighttime (i.e. PPFD=0), the main external driver responsible for f e variability is variation in U (i.e., g b,H 2 O ) given that the evaporative demand (i.e., T a and RH) and g res are constants and the soil was well-watered in those published experiments [11] . The constant g res here does not imply a constant f e when U increases, and in fact, nocturnal f e does increase with increasing U through g b,H 2 O . It is to be noted that g res = 0.04 mol m −2 s −1 is determined only from these prior experiments. The data set described in Appendix A are not used in the inference of g res as the aforementioned data are all collected at PPFD=250 μ mol m −2 s −1 (i.e. no nocturnal like runs).
Inserting the best-fit g res (= 0.04 mol m −2 s −1 ) into the leaflevel gas exchange model described in Section 2, Fig. 9(b) shows reasonable agreement between measured and modeled daytime normalized-f e reported in [11] for well-watered soil condition for different U at PPFD= 250 μ mol m −2 s −1 . The g res only serves as an additional pathway for water vapor transport (but not CO 2 ) during daytime. As suggested elsewhere [8] , no experimental evidence has been presented that shows significant impact of g res on g s,CO 2 or carbon gain. Additionally, model sensitivity analysis (not shown here) was conducted on g res demonstrating that g s,CO 2 and f c are not sensitive to variations in g res , which only provides a base line value for f e during daytime conditions. The increasing trend in modeled g s,CO 2 (not g t,CO 2 ) with increasing U is presented in Fig. 9(c) for the same conditions as those in Fig. 9(b) . The monotonic increase in f e and g s,CO 2 with increasing U occurs at low PPFD reported here, which is consistent with other wind-tunnel studies conducted at low PPFD regimes [23, 25, 31, 49] .
Recent wind-tunnel experiments
For the two species in the present wind-tunnel experiment, the comparison between measured and modeled daytime (i.e. PPFD = 250 μ mol m −2 s −1 ) f e normalized by the corresponding maximum daytime f e under two different soil water conditions across a wide range of U is shown in Fig. 10 . Previous data from [11] are included only for reference (see Fig. 9(b) ). In Fig. 10 , the arrow indicates the direction of increasing U. Similar to Fig. 9(b) , the normalized-f e for each species at a given soil water status monotonically increases with increasing U at the low PPFD that is consistent with model predictions. It should be noted again that we do not attempt to conduct a one-to-one comparison between measured and modeled absolute f e given the absence of leaf physiological measurements, leaf area index, and leaf-to-sapwood area. Only trends in measured sap flow velocity at steady-state conditions, when properly normalized, are used for such qualitative comparisons between measured and modeled f e with increasing U. To be clear, the recent experiments are employed as independent data sources to show only the increasing trends in f e with increasing U at low PPFD for the two different species and two different soil water availability. Moreover, measured V s (used as a surrogate to f e ) for the two species under water-stressed soil conditions was significantly smaller when compared to their well-watered counterparts. The reductions in V smax are approximately 20% and 15% for P. macrocarpa and M. argentea, respectively. It is also suggested that the potted plants did sense soil moisture stress even though the drop in the measured water saturation is only 10% (see Table A .2) between well-watered and water-stressed conditions. To sum up, these (g s,CO2 ) under different wind conditions. The data is taken from [11] . Note that the best-fit nocturnal residual conductance (gres ≈ 0.04 mol m −2 s −1 ) is first obtained from matching nocturnal fe computed through energy balance to the measured nocturnal fe as shown in (a), and the optimality hypothesis is implemented to compute daytime fe and g s, CO2 as shown in (b) and (c).
comparisons suggest that the proposed model reasonably recovers the patterns reported in the wind tunnel experiment for steady low PPFD and quasi-steady soil moisture states and across a wide range of wind speeds.
Study limitation
Given all the assumptions made to arrive at the model and the f e -trend comparison between modeled and measured results, it is instructive to recapitulate the limitations of the leaf-level gas exchange model and the wind tunnel experiments. Regarding the model development, the premise is U > 0 that guarantees a finite g b, i (i.e., g t,CO 2 and g t,H 2 O ). Without considering all the details of the biochemical signaling that govern movement of guard cells and mechanical constraints on this movement, the closure for g s,CO 2 is based on an assumption that stomates operate optimally to maximize carbon gain per unit water loss. This assumption, while generally accepted and supported by a large corpus of data, needs not hold when limitations other than water availability exist. Also, the calculations for g b, i rely on empirical formations and an effective leaf dimension (i.e., d) that needs further elaboration to account for detailed aerodynamic modifications surrounding leaf bodies due to wind contact angle, leaf orientation and micro-roughness of the leaf surface. The energy balance assumes leaves have no thermal inertia and that surface temperature adjusts instantly to changes in wind speed. For some species, this as- sumption appears to be fair [38] though leaf thermal properties and leaf volume must be factored in. Last, the calculations here ignore the mesophyll conductance that may become limiting under increased soil moisture stress conditions. Direct comparisons between modeled and measured f e in the wind tunnel was not possible as well. The lack of measured physiological parameters and the absence of total leaf area needed to convert sapflow velocity to transpiration rate for the potted plants was the main cause for the absence of such one-to-one comparison. Another major limitation of the wind tunnel experiment is the lack of high PPFD conditions, especially at PPFD values where the f e -U reversed its monotonically increasing trend. Notwithstanding all the aforementioned issues, the overall trends in actual f e with respect to U are reflected in measured steady-state V s through the normalization when all other conditions (i.e., PPFD, A l , A s and soil water status) are maintained nearly constant throughout each experiment.
Conclusion
The primary goal here was to explain the conditions leading to ∂f e /∂U > 0 or < 0 with increasing U. To address this goal, the sign of ∂f e /∂U was mainly discussed with the aid of a gas transfer model that explicitly accounts for boundary layer conductance, evaporative cooling, and soil moisture stress across a wide range of wind speed conditions. The model combines the Farquhar photosynthesis model for atmospheric CO 2 demand with stomatal optimization theories to infer f e . Consistent with model prediction, a positive sign of ∂f e /∂U at low PPFD regime was shown by published and newly reported sap flow measurements conducted in a wind tunnel for two species (i.e., P. macrocarpa and M. argentea) across a wide range of wind speed and two different soil water availability. Based on model results for a broad range of environmental conditions and wind tunnel measurements for a restricted range of environmental conditions, a number of conclusions can be drawn: (1) Leaf-level transpiration monotonically increases with increasing mean wind speed when PPFD is low. This finding is supported by both sap flow measurements in the wind-tunnel and model calculations. However, the model calculations also suggest a possible ∂f e /∂U < 0 at high PPDF levels. This transition from ∂f e /∂U > 0 to ∂f e /∂U < 0 occurs when the Bowen ratio is ≥ 0.75. To be specific, surface cooling (i.e., H < 0) at low light regime guarantees a ∂f e /∂U > 0 for all U. At high light levels, ∂f e /∂U < 0 can occur due to surface heating (i.e., H > 0) that suppresses f e because of rapid increases in H with increasing U if net radiation at the leaf surface remains roughly the same. (2) When soil water availability is limited, the transition PPFD value reflecting the reversed sign of ∂f e /∂U tends to be lower. This can be explained by reduction in f e (i.e., evaporative cooling) that enhances H (i.e., surface heating) and Bowen ratio leading to a transition at a lower light regime. On the other hand, ∂f e /∂U < 0 may not be realized for common environmental conditions when atmospheric evaporative demand is large under well-watered soil condition. Given this specific condition, evaporative cooling dominates and ∂f e /∂U > 0 prevails for all PPFD. (3) Modeled stomatal conductance to CO 2 (i.e., g s,CO 2 ) can be impacted positively or negatively by aerodynamic modifications based on U, especially when the leaf is 'decoupled' from the atmosphere. The assimilation and transpiration rates as well as the ratio of the inter-cellular to ambient atmospheric CO 2 concentration and WUE are also altered by wind speed conditions. The degree of alteration depends on environmental factors (e.g., light availability, water availability in the soil and evaporative demand) imposed upon the plant system. Unlike models that assume well-coupled conditions, the proposed modeling approach is capable of capturing theses non-monotonic behaviors with respect to U. Thus, it may be used to improve the predictability of canopy-level CO 2 and H 2 O fluxes reflecting whole-plant responses to the environment. As U and PPFD can be highly variable within vegetated canopies, the model up-scaling process from leaf to canopy level requires appropriate coupling to the light attenuation and flow field (e.g., [43] ) given information on leaf area density and leaf nitrogen content distributions.
Current uncertainties in modeling leaf-level gas exchange for CO 2 and water vapor can be reduced when the interplay between the micro-environment (i.e., flow and temperature fields) and leaf attributes (e.g., d) are appropriately described without implementing empirical formulations to determine the boundary layer conductances. Moreover, the model calculations are only valid for finite U. Given that finite U throughout vegetated medium is not uncommon in many ecosystems [35] suggests that this limitation may not be too restrictive for natural settings. Future studies on the measurements of g s,CO 2 , f e and f c within the laminar boundary layer when leaves experience natural U are needed to evaluate the proposed model predictive ability. Also, additional laboratory and field experiments for different species are required to differentiate wind effects on transpiration rate at the leaf scale from canopy scales, especially when the vertical distributions of leaf orientation, radiative forcing and wind speed within tall canopies are statistically non-uniform. 
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Appendix A. Experiment
The effects of variable U on f e were explored using sap flow measurements for two potted broadleaf species (i.e., P. macrocarpa and M. argentea) placed in a large wind-tunnel (see Fig. 8 ). The working section of the wind tunnel is 18.5 m long, 2.1 m tall and 3.0 m wide as described in [11] . Sap flow measurements were conducted across a wide range of U (up to 8 m s −1 ) at a fixed PPFD (=250 μ mol m −2 s −1 for all runs) or zero PPFD (plants covered). The soil type in the pot was sandy loam with a permanent wilting point (on a volume basis) of θ w = 5.6%. Two scenarios were explored for soil water availability:
(1) well-watered and (2) water-stressed conditions. For well-watered conditions, the soil was watered with plethoric water and drainage through a small hole at the bottom of the pot proceeded for three hours prior to each experiment. For water-stressed conditions, the pot was not watered for 12 days and volumetric soil moisture θ measured by a soil moisture sensor (EC10, Decagon Inc.) positioned at 5.0 cm underneath the soil surface dropped from θ = 35.8% for near saturated conditions to θ = 27.7% and θ = 24.0% for Pachira macrocarpa and Messerschmidia argentea, respectively. In this open-circuit suction-type wind-tunnel, the plant pot was placed in a soil tank covered with plastic bag to prevent soil evaporation in the test section. For both well-watered and water-stressed soil condition, U = 2, 4, 6 and 8 m s −1 in the test section were produced by a fan and monitored by a pitot tube. Granier-type [26] heat dissipation sensors were employed for measuring sap flow and their calibration as well as installation details are described in [11] . During the course of each experiment, any potential cooling effect induced by increasing U were minimized by covering the sensors with Styrofoam. Sap flow velocities (V s ) were measured simultaneously at two different locations (i.e., 10 cm and 37 cm from the soil surface) along the main stem for Pachira macrocarpa. V s was measured in the main stem and two branches for Messerschmidia argentea. The stem and branch characteristics for each species are presented in Table A.1. 
Appendix B. List of symbols
All the symbols and units used throughout are summarized in Table B .1. where a = 1.6 is the relative diffusivity of water vapor with respect to CO 2 . Eq. (C.1) also implies that T s ≈ T a , c s ≈ c a and e i − e a ≈VPD. 
It is evident that the predicted g s,CO 2 is not impacted by U at a given PPFD when the well-coupled approximation is adopted. However, previous models often combine this representation of g s,CO 2 with boundary layer conductance to accommodate wind effects on f e and f c , leading to monotonic increases in f e and f c with increasing U. To contrast, the modeled f e , f c and g s,CO 2 with respect to variable U and PPFD for well-watered soil condition (λ = 0.001 μ mol mol −1 kPa −1 ) and small evaporative demand (RH = 60%) (the same conditions as Section 3.1.1) are shown in Fig. C.1 . The predicted f e and f c can deviate from the modeled results without invoking the well-coupled approximation (see Fig. 3 ) by up to 60% and 17% at high wind speed conditions, which is not trivial.
Appendix D. Ball-Berry and Leuning semi-empirical models
Two formulations of g s,CO 2 -the Ball-Berry (BB) [3] and the Leuning models (LEU) [44] -are commonly adopted in climate [56, 57] or biosphere-atmosphere [2, 33, 42, 58] The BB and LEU models are employed as alternatives to close the system of equations discussed in Section 2 instead of the optimality hypothesis so as to further assess whether a non-monotonic f e − U relation is robust to such optimality condition. To illustrate, it is assumed that * = 50 μ mol mol −1 , D 0 = 3 kPa and the same conditions for the four scenarios discussed in Section 3. [34] . The computed c i /c s from the optimality model under high PPFD and high wind conditions (approximating well coupled state) is adopted when determining the ms in BB and LEU so as to ensure their equivalence to optimality theory for such conditions. Next, the f e as a function of U and PPFD computed by BB and LEU are shown in Fig. D.1 . These results maintain similar patterns when compared to the optimality model for stomatal conductance (see Figs. 3-5) such as the transitions of the modeled f e trends with increasing U. It is safe to state that the conclusions drawn from the modeling work here about the non-monotonic response of f e to U is not sensitive to the precise stomatal closure approximation used to model the stomatal conductance. This completes the objective of the appendix.
Appendix E. Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity index I is defined as:
where O 0 is the model output calculated from the pre-specified input variables (i.e., V cmax,25 = 50 μ mol m −2 s −1 and J max,25 = 100 μ mol m −2 s −1 ), O is the model output calculated by altering input variables according to data reported elsewhere [61, 62] and N is the number of data points. The index I is selected here to assess the sensitivity of the model output due to the model parameter variability. The uncertainties of the input variables for the proposed model are listed in Table E.1 . Table E .1 shows that the uncertainties for the two phys- 
